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Go Sportz offers safe flooring systems for developing sports joints, as well as surfaces for 
multi utility applications. Indoors, outdoors or special needs? Go Sportz has a range of 
products, services and equipments for every budget & application.

ONE FOR 
EVERYONE
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®

Go Sportz, is a part of the Aar Ess Group that operates under various brands such as 
Floor Zone, Wallz, Amphifun & now Go Sportz. Since its inception in 1988, the Aar Ess 
Group, an ISO 9001:2000 certified company has always been a step ahead in 
anticipating the constantly changing needs of the dynamic market. We have always 
adopted a customer-centric & consultancy focussed approach. As we have always 
treated our customers as ‘partners’, we take great pride in saying that we have 
experienced extraordinary growth during these times. Go Sportz is driven by the same 
philosophy. We put our advanced resources to optimum utilisation, which gave birth to 
our impeccable product quality along with the strength of the product range. 
Our meticulous and frequent follow-ups per project, from conceptualising to completion 
gets us to enjoy close relationships that we share with our ‘partners’.         
A team, which is high on energy, championed on by enthusiastic management means 
that we’re continuously striving to bring new and exciting ideas to the marketplace. Go 
Sportz wants to change the way people look at sports. From home gyms to complete 
solutions in setting up world-class sports facilities, we want people to understand that 
their favourite sport is right around the corner.  
With the leading suppliers of sports surfaces & equipment from all across the world by 
our side, we are now stronger than before to take on this herculean task!
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Tennis courts have undergone some major innovations and transformations in the 
past few decades. 88% of the top 10 Tennis players since 1973, have grown up on 
Clay Courts. USA, Canada, Australia, UK, and China have consistently been using 
Clay Court Systems to train their juniors. Clearly,  learning on clay is the single best 
thing you can do to create future champions. 
Keeping in tune with that, Go Sportz has introduced a Synthetic Clay Court System, 
for the first time in India. Synthetic Clay Courts are basically the best of both worlds 
with the benefits of clay & a year-round playing surface, at the same time.
Go Sportz offers the widest range of synthetic Tennis surfaces in India. From basic 
Acrylic Hard Court System to Acrylic Insitu-Cushion System and Synthetic Turf, Go 
Sportz brings the perfect choice of surfaces suited to the requirements of the game 
and the client.

Suitable surfaces - 
        Acrylic System
        Synthetic Grass
        Synthetic Clay
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®

When it comes to multi-sports or a utility facility, the space constraints makes it 
important to ensure that even the most compact spaces are impactful. A primary 
requirement of a lot of educational institutes! Go Sportz is a pioneer in providing such 
floors, which are perfect for not only serious sporting competitions, but also for seminars 
or even nonsporting events.

Polyurethane Seamless flooring systems are gaining momentum as the preferred flooring 
for a good majority of sports surfaces. The reason for this is not only that they need 
minimal maintenance, but also that they can be used for indoor as well as outdoor 
surfaces. They’re long-lasting and seamless, making them perfect for rough usage.
The polyurethane seamless flooring system is made of a granular rubber shock pad, 
which is bonded to the floor with a solvent-free adhesive. The sponge-like porous rubber 
shock pad is completely sealed with polyurethane material, combined with the 
application of multiple seamless, self-leveling layers. Finally, a matte top coat is applied 
on the surface for the games’ line marking to be completely visible and contrasting.
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Outdoor suitable surfaces -
       Acrylic System
       Rubber System

Indoor suitable surfaces -
        Polyurethane Seamless
        Sports Parquet Flooring
        Vinyl System



®

Go Sportz has now partnered with ASB, the leader in squash facilities the world 
over & the supplier to the most important international tournaments such as The 
World Championships, PSA Masters Events & The Commonwealth Games.

Our partnership with ASB has been entered into with the sole purpose of bringing 
to the table, top quality yet economical squash facilities. By using our local 
experience as well as our skilled & trained installation team, we’re able to lower 
costs without compromising on the quality and value associated with ASB courts 
worldwide. 

What does the Go Sportz - ASB partnership mean for you?
Consultancy on setting up new facilities 
Assistance in maintenance of existing facilities 
Providing affordable and long term renovation options 
Extended warranties & quick service Top class squash courts

We are also proud to be associated with the Squash & Racquets Federation of 
India & The Tamil Nadu Squash Association, with over 150 prestigious courts 
serviced across the country. 
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®

When it comes to building a Squash court, the walls play a very important role. It is 
mandatory that the walls be sufficiently strong and capable of withstanding any 
stress or damage, whether short term or long term from the impact of constantly 
hitting balls at high speeds and forces.
Another important factor when it comes to a Squash court is the rebound angle. An 
accurate, precise rebound is the one that follows the exact laws of physics: angle of 
impact to the wall equals the angle of rebound of the aforementioned. 
Hence, for the exact rebound to take place it’s important that the walls be devoid of 
cracks, peeling plaster, gaps, joints, and/or multiple panels.

Go Sportz also offers its clientele the option to install a squash court entirely made 
of glass. With the assurance of ASB quality, suffice it to say that the tempered glass 
is built to withstand the heaviest ball and racquet impact. The outstanding quality 
also helps in ascertaining that the safety terms and conditions are met.
   Suitable surfaces - 
            Wooden Flooring System
   Walls - 
            Plaster
            Panelled Wall 
            Glass
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®

FOOTBALL : A fast-paced game, which involves raucous and rough play at times, 
football surfaces and platforms require fall impact resistance. Go Sportz offers 
synthetic turf for football to play on. Since this turf is made of synthetic fibers that 
look like grass, the surface comes with many advantages. Starting from minimal 
maintenance, these turfs stand up to heavy usage due to lack of need for 
trimming. The best part though, is the absence of irrigation and sunlight they need, 
thus consuming no natural resources.
Suitable surfaces -
        Synthetic Grass

INDOOR SOCCER : The goal posts and field sizes in indoor soccer may be smaller 
than in regular football, but the gameplay remains the same. The flooring for this 
game needs to enable fast paces while resisting fall impact. Go Sportz offers 
floorings and surfaces, depending upon the client requirement and nature of the 
game being played.
Indoor suitable surfaces -
        Synthetic Grass
        Polyurethane Seamless
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In a Badminton court, flooring with factors such as shock absorption, grip and 
resilience can seriously alter a player’s performance and endurance.
Go Sportz not only provides consultation for choosing the right floor depending on 
your level of play but also offers warranties and undertakes after sales 
maintenance to extend the life of your investment. We have onboard accessories 
such as nets and Badminton equipment too.

Suitable surfaces - 
        Wooden Flooring System
        Polyurethane Seamless
        Vinyl System
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Basketball involves passing, running and catching, which means that good friction 
from a Basketball court is necessary. Also, having a good quality Basketball court 
flooring that is anti-glare, accompanied by good shock absorption can help build 
skill and technique on the court.
Our high-grade Go Sportz Basketball court floorings are patterned to meet 
international NBA & FIBA standards in safety, durability, and quality for 
Basketball playing areas. We provide convenience, comfort and a few unique 
customisation options for our clients. Do ask for recommendations from our 
personnel when enquiring.

Indoor suitable surfaces -
        Sports Parquet Flooring
        Polyurethane Seamless
        Vinyl System

Outdoor suitable surface -
        Acrylic System
        Rubber System
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®

When it comes to Volleyball, it’s important to have a floor that provides impact 
resistance & comfort, whilst reducing knee injuries. Go Sportz offers FIVB. approved 
products, thus ensuring that the surface utilised provides the ideal recommended 
standards for safe & fair play.

Indoor suitable surfaces -
        Wooden Flooring System
        Polyurethane Seamless
        Vinyl System

Outdoor suitable surfaces -
       Acrylic System
       Rubber System
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®

Cricket played from gullies to stadiums, is one of 
the most popular games in India. Hence, it’s 
important to consider the requirements of different 
play areas such as schools, clubs, societies, indoors 
and outdoors. 
Due to this, Go Sportz offers non-infill options, 
making it very low maintenance. Go Sportz also 
supplies synthetic turf for the pitch areas as well 
for the peripheries. 

Indoor suitable surfaces -
       Synthetic Grass
       Polyurethane Seamless

Outdoor suitable surfaces -
       Synthetic Grass
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Hockey, being the national sport of India receives 
widespread recognition. The demand for this play 
area too is quite a niche and precise, thus making it 
important to look after all the details and 
specifications.
With schools, clubs, and indoor & outdoor facilities 
putting forth their requirements, Go Sportz has its 
finger on the pulse of the matter. Go Sportz 
supplies synthetic turfs, which guarantee minimum 
maintenance. These artificial turfs are also famed 
for affording maximum player movement as they 
offer resilience to control ball bounce.

Suitable surfaces -
        Synthetic Grass
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A boisterous and competitive sport such as 
Rugby requires special consideration towards 
players. Go Sportz offers synthetic grass, which 
offers better fall impact resistance than hard 
ground or any other flooring system.
With the look and feel of natural grass, while 
also fulfilling requirements of ball performance 
and surface durability, synthetic grass is the 
ideal proposition for Rugby. The lack of need 
for irrigation and trimming goes a long way in 
its longevity. 

Suitable surfaces -
       Synthetic Grass
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Whether you're invested in a large golf course 
or a backyard golf area, the cost of 
maintenance of natural grass gets to be quite 
expensive & tedious. To address this, Go Sportz 
has introduced synthetic turfs for putting as 
well as the green areas. The fact that is also 
environmentally friendly adds to its desirability.

Suitable surfaces -
        Synthetic Grass
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When it comes to Table Tennis, the flooring 
plays a crucial role. It is important for the floor 
to have a natural ball bounce absorption so as 
to ensure the seamless continuity of the game. It 
is imperative for the floor to be shock absorbent, 
scratch-proof and easy to maintain. Needless to 
say, it is also important for the floor to be fit for 
its target clientele, such as professionals, 
students, or beginners.

Suitable surfaces - 
        Polyurethane Seamless
        Rubber System
        Vinyl System
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Player safety is one of the primary concerns in 
this sport, considering that the play is rough 
and sportsmen injuries occur more frequently 
than we think. These seamless surfaces provide 
a smooth platform to prevent abrasion. On the 
other hand, the rubber cushioning provides 
necessary impact resistance. Go Sportz offers 
IHF certified products.

Suitable surfaces - 
       Polyurethane Seamless
       Vinyl System
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Athletics being an umbrella term, it includes everything from sprints and relay races to 
javelin throws and high jumps, thus involving a lot of jumping, running and throwing. 
For nuanced sports such as these, where posture, momentum, and technique reap 
important results, a specialised product range is necessary.
Go Sportz offers a range of athletic tracks that ensure that players’ safety surmounts 
everything else, ensuring top performances by athletes without any fear of injury.

Indoor suitable surfaces - 
        Spray System
        Sandwich System
        Full PUR System
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®

Whether indoors or outdoors, Go Sportz offers 
a wide range of children’s safety flooring 
option. We understand that when it comes to 
children, it is imperative to create a safe & 
cheerful environment. From the EVA Cushion to 
Ora Play Tiles, from Outdoor Rubber Tiles to 
Full Pour EPDM systems, we have something to 
suit every budget & application. 

Indoor suitable surfaces -
        Polyurethane Seamless
        EVA Cushion System
        Rubber System

Outdoor suitable surfaces -
        Rubber Full Pour System
        Rubber Tiles
        Synthetic Grass
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Accurately cushioned tracks and shockproof 
surfaces are important for the manifestation of 
good posture for ankles, soles, and knees. Go 
Sportz specializes in the right product 
recommendation basis for the application. 
Whether it’s a recreational facility, an 
educational institution or a government-run 
facility, Go Sportz ensures that all jogging 
tracks are secured for runners and walkers 
alike.

Indoor suitable surfaces -
        Insitu Rubber Systems
        Rubber Tiles
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®

We understand that a gymnasium may vary from a home gym to a large 
commercial fitness center. Whether it’s the entrance lobby, aerobics, cardio, free 
weights, or the wet areas, every area of the gym requires a surface that performs 
tasks different from the others. Go Sportz provides possibilities and alternatives for 
every area of the gym.

Indoor suitable surfaces -
        EVA Cushion System
        Polyurethane Seamless
        Rubber System
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1.
Consultancy

2.
New Court
Installation

3.
Maintenance

Plans
4.

Renovation
Packages

5.
Accessories

6.
Business
Planning
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OUR SERVICES
(360°)

Go Sportz offers a complete 360º package depending 
on the client requirement & stage of the project



OUR SERVICES
(360º)

Rent A Court -
Go Sportz has for the first time in India, brought forth the ASB Glass Court as well an Indoor 
Tennis & Multi-Sport Court.
This not only increases the popularity of the sport but also makes it spectator friendly, 
increases location flexibility due to easy mobility and increases visibility thus aiding the 
sponsors & organisers.

Line Marking Service -
The only part that differentiates a sports surface to a ready-to-use sports court is line markers. 
Pitch marking gives players and referees a clear indication of the formation of the field and 
the location of the markings. Today Go Sportz with Beamrider has for the first time in India, 
introduced digital line marking, the only laser guided line marking machine in the world.

Court Maintenance -
A majority of sports facilities in India lack maintenance infrastructure, which helps develop the 
longevity of these sports facilities. In fact, it is safe to say that most sports surfaces fail to 
function and perform at their optimum throughout their lifespan due to post-installation 
negligence and lack of maintenance. The playing surface is the most important aspect of a 
sports surface and system, as it has a direct impact on the player.

To curb this pattern, Go Sportz has now introduced a ‘maintenance program’ for all sports 
facilities. This includes a customised ‘surface specific program’ to ensure that the surfaces 
comply with the recommended standard of performance for that sport, through their usage.

We have the resources and equipment we have invested in, to undertake this task in a 
professional manner. From online information systems that provide economical and sustainable 
renovation options to pre-post pitch/site testing, Go Sportz has you back every step of the way.
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Due to our experience of working with various international companies & execution of 
numerous sports infrastructure facilities in the Indian subcontinent, Go Sportz now has the 
capability to also provide consultancy & design services for sports infrastructure 
requirements.

The services include -
• Determining the state of the current sports facilities 

• Understanding client needs 

• Align sports goals of the client with the infrastructure requirements 

• Survey of site 

• Providing design layout of playing areas 

• Recommending various sports surface options 

• Recommending allied infrastructure needs   

     

GO SPORTZ
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
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Go Sports offer testing equipment for pre as well as post installation. Testing ensures the 
pre-condition before the surface is installed & also the post-condition confirming that the 
surface is fit to play. Besides Go Sportz also offers line marking equipment to mark clean 
& crisp lines, the essence of a good looking sports field

Testing Equipment
Testing equipment comes in two ranges. The Pro-Line, which is meant for testing in 
laboratories, before the system has been installed. The other one is The Club Line, which is 
used for the field testing of sports surfaces, including both, artificial turf as well athletic 
tracks, and gives out insight regarding the condition of your sports surface.

Line Marking Equipment
Line marking equipment is what turns a field into a surface armed for sports play. At Go 
Sportz, we have state of the art line marking equipment, including the revolutionary 
machine and paint system that is redefining the standard of professional performances, 
while staying true to user-friendliness.

Go Sportz offers two acclaimed systems and techniques that involve the latest innovation 
in line marking. 

        - BeamRider
        - Kombi 3

Go Sportz supplies line marking machines, line marking paint, marking out tools and 
accessories, to mark out your sports pitch or playground, giving them clearly defined lines.

OUR EQUIPMENT
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Apart from the offering, installing and providing after-sales services for sports 
surfaces and walls, Go Sportz also undertakes turnkey projects for sports 
applications. From gymnasiums to specialised sports fields, from clubs to stadiums, 
our team of specialised personnel will help plan and execute your requirements, 
basis space conformity, budgetary allocations, usage, and general upkeep.

Other products and services offered by Go Sportz -
•Sub floor construction
•Lighting
•Nets/benches/lockers/referee chairs
•Stadium lighting
•Peripheral flooring
•Fencing 
•Stadium seating
•Digital scoreboards

Please turn in all your requirements, applications and queries regarding the details 
of your project to turnkey@gosportz.in. We will get back to you with answers, 
solutions and other considerations.

INFRASTRUCTURE
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ACCESSORIES
Our experience gained on turfs, grounds, and floors, allows us to understand and 
satisfy the demand for specific equipment. Whether competitive clubs, public 
institutions, local organisations, or tourist facilities, Go Sportz will fulfill your need for 
physical infrastructure as well as technical support.
Besides sports equipment, Go Sportz also provides articles and equipment for outdoor 
games, outdoor play, and educational games.

Go Sportz specialises in providing sporting supplies for,

•Gyms
•Public facilities
•Sports facilities
•Fitness centres
•Swimming pools
•Teams and associations
•Competitive clubs

Go Sportz also applies its competence 
regarding technical sports equipment for,

•Athletics
•Gymnastics
•Soccer
•Mini-soccer/Indoor-football
•Volleyball
•Basketball
•Boxing

•Shops and stores
•Wholesalers
•Holiday camps
•Hotels
•Beach resorts
•Playgrounds
•Schools

•Tennis
•Table tennis
•Badminton
•Beach volley
•Rugby
•Bodybuilding
•Handball
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GO SPORTZ OFFERS :

ASB Squash Court
The world leader in Squash courts and surfaces, ASB holds the record for the most number 
of World Championships played on their courts. Go Sportz brings ASB courts to India for 
increased spectatorship, improved sponsorship and in a manner that will fulfill the specific 
needs of sports facilities.

Pulastic
A division of the titan SIKA group, Pulastic sports floors are seamless, multi-functional and 
approved by FIBA, FiVB, IHF, ITF, and BWF. With low maintenance costs & a long life span, 
it is the perfect floor for educational institutions & sports clubs.

GreenSet
GreenSet, another of our partners is headed by Mr. Javier Sanchez, a former professional 
Tennis player. Hence, our products have been carefully developed in consideration with his 
deep understanding of the requirements of the player.

Proflex
With the versatile utility, Proflex is the preferred choice from Tennis Courts in the UK to 
the Rotterdam ATP Championship. Go Sportz offers this world class acrylic sports surface 
for outdoor tennis, basketball, & volleyball, as well as specialised outdoor roller skating rinks.

Haro
Engineered wooden sports floors are the modern age preferences for indoor sports such 
as basketball, handball, volleyball, badminton, aerobics, fitness and more. Besides being 
dimensionally more stable than solid wood, these floors are low in maintenance with lower 
life-cycle costs and are eco-friendly.

Ora
A range of vinyl, insitu rubber system, rubber tiles & EPDM roll flooring complete the range 
of sports floors. BWF approved badminton vinyl floors cater to global standards whereas 
rubber tiles and insitu rubber systems can be customised for children’s play areas as well 
as other casual courts.
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OUR PATRONS



®

Address : 77, Affinwala Building,
                   1st Floor, Mint Road,
                   Fort, Mumbai - 400001, India

Telephone : +91 22 2262 6133

Mobile : +91 9821322674 / +91 8104579495

Website : www.gosportz.in

Email : support@gosportz.in / gosportzgipl@gmail.com


